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Preliminary Note

Scales are no excuse for spending an hour or two at the keyboard without engaging the brain and the per-

ception system. They aren’t patterns which are learned beforehand and miraculously turn into music later.

Scales are music. They are a good opportunity to get in contact with the landscape of the instrument, and

a good chance to find out more about metre and rhythm, harmony and melody. By practising scales in an

attentive manner, we become better and better musicians.

The fingerings given here are tried, tested and ready for use – they stand in the tradition of experts such as

Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778–1837), Carl Eschmann-Dumur (1835–1913) and Moritz Moszkowski

(1854–1925). Admittedly, the counter-concept in the tradition of Carl Czerny (1791–1857) and Charles

Louis Hanon (1819–1900) has found wider acceptance. However, Czerny’s idea of projecting the stan-

dard fingering of the one-octave scale onto the full major scale wherever possible has proven troublesome

with regard to the left hand. For a first impression, compare Hummel’s A-major fingering as given on

page 5 with the popular Czerny version. The longer the scale, the bigger the advantage of the Hummel

approach.

For more information and technical advice, please consult my online essay Scales for Brain Users. This

present compendium doesn’t explain the principles behind the so-called ‘corresponding’ fingerings, nor

does it tell you how to perform and practise, say, the thumb-under and hand-over movements. It attempts

something else: to provide exercises worth spending time on.
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